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The work of the true surveyor is oriented towards extreme pre

cision. His instruments are the results of centuries of refinements. 

In many cases he uses temperature control techniques to compensate for 

the minute changes in tapes brought on by changes in the air temperature. 

The archaeologist does not have this same concern for accuracy as 

the surveyor, yet much of the surveyor's equipment and techniques can be 

used in the field to simplify the jobs of mepping and surveying. The 

archaeologist must use methods that ere fast and economical, yet must not 

sacrifice too much in accuracy. 

One way to keep things simple is to set certein standards to be 

used in the field. It is essential to have a standardized unit of length. 

Whether English or metric, the system must be used throughout the site for 

all measurements of distfnce, elevation, and depth. The metric system is 

based on the number ten and therefore is easy to use when mapping on 

Myler paper, which has ten divisions per inch. Most surveyors in the 

United States use the English system, which is based on twelve inches to 

a foot. The English system can be used, yet difficulties cen arise in 

accurate mapping on M,ylar paper. These difficulties cen be eliminated by 

using a rule or tape wich each foot broken into tenths. When using the 

English system, the arbitrary layers should also be in inches with each 

layer equal to four inches; instead of ten centimeters as used in the 

metric system. 

The grid system for an intensive study is another item that needs 

standardization. ftlthough the grid may vary in overall size eccording to 

the needs of the individual site, the size of the grid intervals should 
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remain the same from site to site. Because of the Mylar paper used in 

mapping, some multiple of ten units should be used for the grid interval. 

The .datum point of a grid is a.lways in the southwestern corner of 

the grid. All measurements in the grid are made with this point serving 

as the origin. This standard should be extended further to be used in 

the test pits and trenches; that is, all measurements to locate artifacts 

in the trenches or test pits should be made with the southwestern corner 

as the origin. To record the location of the trench or test pit, one 

should record the location of its southwestern corner in relation to the 

grid datum point. To do this, all trenches and test pits should be 

oriented in a north-south direction. ( Se.e. AJ,J.,_,..J.,,.. o,, ol!) 

Surveyors use various pieces of equipment that can be used by the 

archaeologist. fl wooden surveyor's stake is the simplest equipment the 

surveyor uses. A simple 2" x 2" stake provides enough strength to be 

driven into the ground. To accurately locate the point on the st~ke, the 

surveyor drives a nail into the top of the stake et the exact location. 

This system of marking points can be used to lay out the grid. The nails 

can serve a twofold purpose of accurately locating the point and pro

viding a place to which to tie a line. 

Steel arrows are another useful tool. These are steel pins about 

fourteen inches long with a one inch diameter loop at the top. A piece 

of fluorescent ribbon is tied through the loop to help prevent loss. These 

arrows can be used to mark off the corners of a trench or test pit. They 

can be pushed into the soil b"• hand, and string can be tied around them 

with little loss in accuracy. 

Vinyl stake flags can be used to temporarily mark future trench 

locations, as well as the location of metal when found by a metal de

tector. These flags are fastened onto a twenty-four inch steel wire stake 
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and can be easily inserted in the ground and are easily spotted from a 

distance. 

One of the most useful and most expensive pieces of surveyor's 

equipment of use to en archaeologist is a transit. A builder's transit 

provides the accuracy and simplicity needed for archaeological surveying. 

It is lightweight, portable, and eAsy to use. A transit can lay out grids, 

provide elevations, find inaccessible distances as well as provide a 

·technique for mapping the site. The transit combines the aspects of a 

level and a Brunton pocket transit to provide a more accurate and versa

tile instrument, plus the telescopic eyepiece provides easier siting with 

more accuracy. 

The transit can be used to lay out the grid system for e site. 

After choosing a datum point, the surveyor sets up the transit on this 

point. Using a compass, he then zeroes in the horizontal circle to the 

north. With the use of an assistant, the surveyor measures off and sites 

in the northwest corner of the grid. The corner is marked with a stake 

and nail. After rotating the head by 90 degrees, he then stakes the 

southeast corner. To mark the northeast corner, the surveyor points the 
-1 Southern Side

head at an angle of Tan western Side , and measure off a distance equal 

to the square root of the sum of the squares of the sides. 
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Figure #1 
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After locating the four corners of the grid, the surveyor must 

locate the intervals of the grid. With the transit pointing in the 

northern dire~tion, the intervals are measured off and staked. The 

process is repeated in the eastern direction. The transit can be moved 

to the northeast corner and the process repeated for the other sides. 

Even though it may be simpler to move the transit, a little mathematics 

can be used to allow the transit to remain in the same location. The 

surveyor would need to know the angle and the distance to each interval 

point. These can be found from the relationships shown in Figure #2 • 

.# 
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Figure #2 

Care must be taken to make sure all tape measurements are made with the 

tape as level as possible. In some instances a plumb bob may have to be 

used. 

The transit can also be used for mapping purposes. Any point on 

the site can be located with the angle from north and the distance from 

the datum point. This information can be plotted on a map with a scale 

and a protractor. This is simpler than recording the distance from the 

interval markers in the northern and eastern directions. Additione11,, 

the elevation of the point can be taken at the same time. The transit 
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can be used as a level by zeroing in the vertical arc. If the elevation 

is too high or too low to read with the arc set at zero, the arc can be 

turned to enable the surveyor to site the pole. The reading is made from 

the pole in the normal fashion and corrected by subtracting or adding the 

amount equal to the level distance from the point multiplied by the 

tangent of the angle read from the vertical arc. 

-~~~ a. " O To.,,, e 

/. 


Figure #3 

This will enable the surveyor to record and map information abo~t the 

site from one datum point. Therefore, the surveyor would only have to 

set up the transit once. 

When working in the field, the surveyor may run into the problem 

of working around buildings, trees, and other obstacles. There are 

several methods of solving these problems. We will only concern our

selves with three of these methods. 

One method is called the Bisection Method. Although it is simple 

to use in the field, it is not extremel:,- accurate. In Figure #4, the 

transit is set up at Point A and equal angles turned off on each side of 

the transit line AB. Point B' and C' are set on one of these lines at 

convenient distances from A, and on the other line Point B" and C" are set 

at these same distances from A. Then Point B is placed midway between 

E' and E" and similarly for Point C. The line BC is the prolongation of 

the transit line AB. It is advisable to make the distance B'C' as long 
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as possible to retain accurac~·. The distance AR can be found by the 

relationship shown in Figure #4. 

a' 

A 

Figure #4 

A method to measure around a small obstacle is called the Offset 

Method. This method can be used to find the distance between points 

where a tape cannot ~c pulled. In Figure #5, line DE is measured as 

some convenient whole number of units judged by the eye to be at 

right angles to line AB. 

A-==---------.,,--:r--r-IJ-r-7-------=,,,,~8 

£ 

Figure #5 

Then AE and EB are measured. The distance AB = AE - (DE)
2 

+ EB - 112!2.2• 
2AE 2EB 

This method is convenient in the fact that it requires only the 

use of a tape. It is extremely simple and accurate. 

When one or both of the points are inaccessible, a method can be 

used to find this distance. In Figure #6, the points A and B are 

inaccessible, and it is desired to find the distance AF and the angle it 

makes to a known line, CD. Points D and C are staked out, and the 
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distance DC is measured. At the Point D, the angles BDA end ADC are 

measured from Point C. The procedure to find the distance AB is as 

follows: from triangle CBD compute CB, from triangle ACD compute AC, 

and from triangle ACE compute AB, the inaccessible distance. The 

equations are shown in Figure #6. 

0 
= t:.D Sin(1eo"- (l?><..O -1- SD~ u~.ocj) 

'-8 .Sin (8C.0) 

c..O 5·," ( A<-8 r l?ic..D) 

Figure #6 

In triangle ACB, the angle ABC cen be found by the relationship: 

2 2
-l ( (CB) + (A:>t - (AC) ) 

ABC = Sin ( 2(CB) AB) ) 

This angle, together with the measured angle BCD, will give the difference 

in direction between lines AB and CD. 

There is no end to the "tricks" used by a surveyor. The methods 

shown are simple and economical to use in the field. The equipment is 

easy to use end can save time if used properly. In addition to a transit, 

it would be a good investment to obtain a small electronic calculator 

to perform the math in the field. Once the surveyor has mastered the 
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equiprr.ent and techniques, the time and effort saved will make the invest

ment more than worthwhile. 
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Adde111du111 One 

At ti111es it MaY Prove advantasous to oriente a trench 
or test Pit in a direction, other than north-south, to helP 
brins out special features, ie. walls, builder's ditches, or 
false walls. When rJcordins the location of these special 
trenches or test Pits, it is necessary .to record not onlY the 
southwestern courner, but another corner as well. This will 
allow the surveyor to record both loaction and direction. If the 
trench or test Pit should be of a shape other than a rectansle 
all oourners are needed to locate it Properly. 
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E9uiPMent RecoMendations 

Transit: 

Berser InstruMents Model 300 
Speed-A-Liner MasnuM 

Price: $415.00 with TriPod,PluMb Bob and Case 

Mint Printins & Supply, Inc. 
Charlottesville, Va. 22901 

Surverors' Steel Arrows 

14", red and white 

Price: $12.00-$15.00 Per set oF 11 


Steel Carrrins Rina For Steel Arrows 

Price: $4.50 


Standard Vinrl Stake Flass 

30" or 21" lensths 

Colors Avl.: Red, Oranse or Yellow 

Price: $8.95 Per 100 

Arrows. Rinss. and Flass available at: 

Mint Printing & Supply, Inc. 
or 


Virsinia RePrductin SuPPlY 

RichMond Virsinia 


http:12.00-$15.00


WASHINGTON AND LEE UNIVERSITY 

LABORATORY OF ARCHAEOLOGY 

SITE SURVEY FORM 

Name of Site: Old Monmouth Church Site Number: ---------- 

Type of Site: Church Rui.ns Cultural Affiliation: Scotch-Irish 

Map Reference: Sheet 5159 IV 

0Latitude .2,.9_0 2SJ_ '-Si' " north. Longitude_,}'7___ '18 ' 30 " west. 

U.T.M. Zone Easting_.85.lt-, Northinu-31.'1...·__ 


(or distance from printed edge of map: bottom edge right edge,____, 


Owner/address: New Monmouth Church, Rt. 1, Lexington,. Va. 24450 
Tenant/address: ------------- 

Attitude toward investigation: Problematic; to see if additi.onal work is wa.rrented. 
Informant/address: ----------- 

Surveyed by: Gardner T. Umbarger, III Date: 12/15/77 

General Surroundings: Hilly, with rock out-crops. There are the remains 

ot an 18th century church with cemetary. 

Nearest Water: nature, direction and distance:Wal ters Creek, which flows north-west 

and originates in another area of the county. 
Dimension of Site: 140 feet by 50 whith an area on the side consisting 

ot approx. 1500 sq. ft •• 
Description: depth, soil, collecting conditions:Conditions were muddy; silty loam soil; 

depth of soil is approx. 5 inches to clay. 

Specimens collected: kinds, quantities, materials: 36 cut n~ils, 46 piecs of o:i.d glass, 

large quantities of mortar and cut stone, small quantity of charcoal 
Specimens reported, owners adress(es): 

Other documentation: photos, reports, l1istorical data: 

Condition: erosion, cultivation, excavation, construction: Former road runs through the 

area; there is evidence of some disturbance in the SW corner. 
Recommendations: This area, in my opinion deserves further investigation 

on the scale of a full survey. 

Recorded by: Gardner T. Umbarger,III Date: 12/17/77 

http:Easting_.85.lt
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(Indicate north) 	 Scale: I block - I 0 feet 

Additional remarks (use extra sheet of paper if necessary): 

All test pit locations were taken from the houses shown on the 

Lexington 1:50,000 m~p directly to the west of the structure and 

south across Walters Creek. On the house to the west the measurement 

was taken from the SW corner and the other house also used the 

SW corner. 

Form bned on Virginie Research Center for Arch1eology Site Survey Form 	 111sn& 
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The purpose of the first part of this paper is to explain some 

of the problems that can and were raced by me in the pursute of this 

project. This first, and rormost, was the problem of obtaining the 

permission to do this project. At the early part of this term when 

it was decided that I would ~ursue this project I submitted a proposal 

: . .. · 	 to the church that was in posession of the property and asked for 


permission to dig inside the ruins. At this point I had not realized 

.~· -  that the major purpose of survey was to locate those structures or 

areas that were not yet discovered. This proved to be my major 

obstacle in this project since it took me six weeks to obtain 

permission to dig on the inside and another three weeks to get permission 

to dig on the outside. By this time exams were in full swing and I 

was unable to devote-the necessary time to this project, which leads 

to the next problem I raced. 

The second problem dealt with the proper use of sampling techniques. 

Since time was at a premi11m it became a problem deciding where to place 

the test pits in order to gain maximum affect. Here the Rootenberg 

article was or great use.· Here I use a smaller than usual grids since this 

solved the problem of breaking larger grid sections into smaller ones. 

I ran into no major problems because my total area was resonablJ small. 

Since the number or test. pits is based on available manpower and time 

it was necessary to use Rootenbergb formula for sampling: 

n= the number or test pits you are able to excavate 
N= total number of clusters 
N/n=i the number of pits per cluster or the interval of sampling 

Since the area was limited because of my promise to a~oid the grave areas 

.: .. ·. 



and my desire to avoid the inside of the structure left me with a 

workable area of 5000 sq.ft. in which to locate my test pits. Of these 

are• I later learned that some contained unmarked graves and some areas 

consisted of nothing more than above ground out crop~ This left me with 

little more than half the original area, approximately 2500 sq. ft. 

The test pit itself contains 10 sq. ft., which means there can only 

be 250 in the intire area. Deciding to survey between 5 and 10 percent 

of the total area, that left me with anywhere between 13 to 25 test pits. 

Since my time was limited to approximately 15 hours of digging time 

and 1.5 to 2 hours needed to excavate a test pit I could only do about 

7 or 8~ ·.In deciding where to place these pits I took into account the 

fact that the steps were still intact and decided to concentrate my 

work in that area since that was more or less the area that had the 

greatest amount of human activity. There was also a road in the 

other part which would have made the project a waste of time. The map 

included will show those areas and the problems involved. 

Another problem I had was in the area of previous human disturbance. 

I have already mentioned the road in the back, but the major problem 

was the evidence of people trying to dig up pieces of metal with metal 

detectors. There were small holes in various areas which I do not think 

were made by animals. The lady who lives next to the sight, who was a 

great help, said she had seen kids with metal detectors out there before. 

She also showed me the areas with unmarked graves. 

fj1ght Protection 

The only state protection 1.s provided by the need to seek permission 

before any contruction is done there. Since the church has shown a 

desire to have the area restored there is little need to be concerned 



With this area being sent to the state center for a decision. 

There are twQ federal laws that are relevant here. They are the 

Historic Sites Act of 1935, and the Historic Preservation Act of 1966. 

The former protects all sites of historic significane while the latter 

protects and provides for a National Register. This site is of great 

historic importance in so much as it dates from 1748 With the first 

structure. As far as its including on the National Register, criteria 

A for churches and cemetaries provides for recognition if it is of 

historic importance or if a person of great importance is buried there 

and has not other place available of designation. The first structure 

at that site dates back to 1748 and was built by the first Scotch-Irish 

settlers to the area. There were also many people of significance to 

this area who were in the congragation. Students from Liberty Hall no 

doublt attended this shuch since it was hardly more than 3 miles from 

the school. This, and the probable location of graves of people of 

importance With no other site of importance is no doubt enough·' criteria 

for designation. 

Tvpe of Suryey. 

The type of survey used here is type 3, or problematic. Here 

I have attepted to provide a greater idea of this importance of this 

site in the hope of making a viable evaluation of the importance of 

the site. This evaluation will show the need for full scale operations 

at a later date, when the proper methods and techniques can be utalized. 

That was the reason I declined to go into the interior since the major 

find in this area will be the different structures that occupied the si.te 

before these present ruins. 
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Introduction 

The purpose of this survey was to find boundries of possible 

activity and find if the site warrants further investigation. This 

site is no doubt of importance, especially to Washington and Lee since 

its period of occupation parallels that of Liberty Hall with the 

present ruins dating from 1789 to 1853. This makes it ililportant'.: 

not only Liberty Hall but also to Washington College. 

Methodology 

The site was found during a previous studied done last spring. 

After drawing a close parallel to Liberty Hall I decided that it 

would probably be of importance to study this site closer. 

The first step was to decide the boundries. This was facilitated 

by the fact that permission was given to explore only certain areas. 

Since the site was small in the first place I decided to run the lines 

from the fUrthest points available. With a compass I shot a line from 

the NW corner to the SW Corner. After this I shot another line east 

to a point 140 ft. from the SW corner. From the NW corner I shot a 

line east at the same angle. At this point a line drawn from the NE 

to the SE corners completed the boundries of the grid system. 

I then measured 10 ft. along the line and placed a peg. This 

was done on both long axises. I then measured 10ft. along the line 

of the short axis and placed a peg there. That left only the placing 

of lines to complete the grid system. 

I had previously decided to devote my attention to the area to' 



the west of the ruins since this was the area that contained the steps 

and was probably the area that had the most activity. I also had 

information that the area in the back had been subject to major 

disturbance with an old road going back there which was not from the 

period. I placed 6 test pits in this area and 2 in the back. The 

frame was pinned to the ground and the outlinetraced by cutting through 

the turf layer. The turf was then removed the the pits excavated to 

sterile or bed rock. The spoil was then put back and the turf replaced. 

froiect Area 

The site is located on a small hill with two streams beside it. 

The soil itself is a 1(1.ty loam, and the ground contains a large amount 

of rock out-crops. Behind the ruins are two cemetaries, a white and 

black one which contain tombstones from the 18th century until the 

early 20th century. The site that is being excavated is to either side 

of the ruins of a 18th century Scotch-Irish Presbyterian Church. In 

front of the site is arterial highway Rt. 60. 

Results 

Time did not allow a surface survey to be conducted. This would 

probably been of dubious importance since there has been no of the 

surface being cultivated and it has been used as a pasture for cattle 

which would probably have forced most atrifacts into the ground. Also, 

the groud was very heavily covered with matted grass and visability 

would not have been good enough to see any artifacts. 



Test Pit #1 Location::Grid Square 1; 224°sw,342°NW 

Layer #1- Major disturbance 

Test Pit 112. Location: Grid Square 11; 220°sw, 305°NW 

Layer #1- 1 piece modern glass

1 piece old glass

1 piece modern wire 

1 cut nail 


Laye~ 112.- 2 cut nails·.::. 

1 piece old glass
charcoal 

Layer #3- sterile 

Test Pit #3 Location: Grid Square 13; 223°sw, 310°Nw 

Layer #1- 6 cut nails 
5 pieces of old glass 

Layer 112.- sterile 

Test Pit #4 Location: Grid Square 14; 221°sw, 325°Nw 

~ayer #1- Crushed stone and mortar 

Layer 112.- Mortar in large quantities
4 pieces of old-glass

7 cut nails 


Layer #3- Sterile 


Test Pit #5 Location: Grid Square 24; 224°sw, 331°NW 

Layer #1- Large quantities of mortar and cut stone 
2 cut nails 

Layer tR.- Cut stone 

Test-Pit #6 Location: Grid Square 22; 222°sw, 329°Nw 

Layer #1- 10 cut nails 

22 pieces old glass


1 piece of old bottle 




'I 


Test Pit #6 

Layer #2- 3 nails 
2 pieces of old glass 

Layer #3- sterile 

Test Pit #1 Location: Grid Square 42; 227°sw, 326°NW 

Layer #1- Large deposite of cut stone and mortar 
Concentration of glass fragments; 8 large pieces 
2 cut nails 

Layer #2- 4 Pieces old glass
4 cut nails 

Assesment of Histotic Significance 

First occupation at this site dates to 1748 when a structure 

known as the Forks of James by the first Scotch-Irish settlers. 

This structure was built of logs. The second structure at the site 

was a ~tructure of hewn logs called Hall's M~eting House, which was 

built in 1767. The last structure, whose remains are still present, 

was Old Monmouth. This structure was occupied until 1853 and the 

cemetary was used until the early 1900 1 s. 

Recommendations 

In my estimation the site is of great historic importance and 

haste should be made to do a full scale excavtion. The interior of 

the structure no doubt containS evidence of earlier periods of occupation 

while exterior excavations closer to the structure will probably reveal 

a greater number of artifacts than I was able to recover in my work 

further away. 



This project would probably be ideal of further use as a classroom 

for archaeology after work at Liberty Hall is completed due to its 

close location to Lexington and its need for immediate attention. 

It is my hope that this work will be completed as soon a possible. 



CA3Ill SITE 

.•' (44Ba 3b) 

Gathright Lake Basin 

Perkins Point 

Bath County, Virginia 

This site is l.oc'1ted in 8 formally cultivated field ndjacent 
to the Jackson River. 

The site is subject to periodic flooding such 1s thnt which 
occurred in thP Spring of 1973 when :i.pproximqtely 30 inches of 
water covered the exc.~v:itions. 

The site is normally 12 feet obove the present river flow. 

Form1 lly owned by ThP. Virgini'1. G" mP Commission, this entire
.\ 	 bnsin and the surrounding '1.re:1s 1·!ere purch."siod by The United 

St'ltes of Amcric:i in 1973 for the construction of "'.1 e".rthfill 
dam Rnd lake. The expected completion of the cl:i.ra :i.nd snbseqnent 
flooding of the b:isin is expected ih 1978. 

'.i'ho site h•'s ·)C'Cn under co'1tirrnous p;irt-time excavAtion 
s lnce Septer.1:1er 1 '?72 by the writer "nd a few v0ry helpful vol1m
teers. The beginning exc~vntions ~!ere a"1bitious in 1972 'lnd e11rly 
1973 but were reduced to digging ;irtifacts from the Summer of 1973 
to the present, Spring of 1976. Pl<i.ns ::ire to co:ttinue excav'1tions. 

The initial eYc?.V'ltions were 111~de under the direction of 
De::in J0hnson, ProjPct Archaeologist on the 8djoin1ng site, 44Ba 3b, 
and with the :i.ssistance of the writer. 

Hrirry A. J"eger 
Route #5, Box 396 
Covington, Virginia 
24426 
M'lrch 13, 1976 



CS-1 Arel'l of Old Cornfielri 100 f, '"t (N-S) by 120 feet (E-W) 

This nren hAS been cultivAted ye"'rly for about 100 ye 0 rs. In 
1950 (the approxim0 te ye."r) the Virgini'I G::iJ1e Co1nmission bull 
dozed an e,rthen berm P.round the entire 12-Acre field to create 
a pond for migr.0 tory gilme birds. This project, ho1,·ever, did 
not hold w<Jt'er arn'l wris abcindoned, In the bulldozing operation, 
a lArge portion of this site was scrapped to provirie fill for 
the el'lrthen berm. Therefore, numerous artif'1.cts h"ve been 
unearthed in this R.re'I of fill, which will :Je included in the 
plow zone. (see Plate <lo. 1 for cross section of e;irthen berm. 
See Drawing No. 2 for site plan.) 

PZ - Brown loam with numerous scattered nrtifacts 12 inches to 
21+ inches deep. 

FINDS LIST: 

This is inclusivr: of e;irthen berm and the plowzone. Approxi
mate items 20,000. 20th Century artifacts almost ;ibsent. 

CERA MISS 

Pe?rlwa1·e - blue "ln.1 green shell ed~e 

Cre!'"!1nvr'.?re - SOJle ti·:]nsfer l)riiltr~rl .r>1tt1~I'..:!.::;
,
Earthenwflre 
Stonew'lre 
Sctltgl 0 zed HhitP Stone· are 
De lftwc re - J.Jonochrorne a nrl Polychrome 
Rim, 3ody P..n-1 Bottom sherds of rn'lny colors, designs and pPtter9s. 

J.!ETl\LS 

N11 ils - Rosehen d, H.qndwrought - various sizes 
Iron Pot - several fr,.,gments - one '·'ith 1~"' leg 
Horseshoes 
Knives - Bone hnn.4le (Ref, A) 
Forks - Bone h~ndle, 2 tine (Ref. A) 
Spoons - Pe><'ter and Iron 
Straight Pins - Sr~ss, ball hend, 1'' long 
Musket Balls - Misc. sizes, lead 
Hiscellaneous: Pintee hinges, chisels, punches, chain links, 

'lnd m0 ny othPr iron itPms not identified. Vririous items 
of brass, copper rind lend not identified. 


Thimbles - One pe~·:ter, one br,,ss · 

Je:·~s H"lrp - Iron, 2~" long 

Buckles - Shoe ~nn knee, brnss nnd iron 

Drn · er Pull - arn ss 


cor:rs 

Spnnish 2 roAls (2 bit) silver 1807 

Virginia Half-Penny, Copper 1773 

Spanish Bit, appe,,rs to .. e 1/8 of Hcilf 

Dollqr~ Silver, no d0 tc observed, pie shaped. 




.BU'i'TOi!S 

Assorted pnterns, sizes '1nr1 shnpes - copper, br~ss, iron, 
silver, po?wt<:>r ".nc1 bone 

Decorntive 3utton - ov.11 3/d" x ~-", blu0 gl'1ss set in pewter 
frame with ···ord "Lim::TY" and a clesign under the i;bss. 

Sleeve Buttons (cuff links) - cill oval 5/16 11 x ·}" brass 
with floral or animal designs. 

•\1' ' PIPES 

Kaolin Stems and Bowl Fr;ig.nents (not d.~ted) 

HI.3CELLANEOUS 

BonP. Fr:o{;ment From Domestic and Wild Anim~ls 
Window Gln :;s 
Bottle Gl::iss 
Brick and Mortcir Fr'lg:nents 
Fresh,,r,,ter Mussel Shells, Egg Shells 
Prehistoric Artifacts - Pottery, Points, Etc. 

CS-2 TRASH PIT 

Rectangul·r in shape, 13J' x 11~· 1 x 2 1 deep (see Dr'l.wing No. 2 
for cross-section of pit). Flnt bottom anc1 verticcil sicles. 
Pit dug in Fall/Hinter 1973 and Winter/Spring 1974-. (see
Plnte No. 2). 

FINDS LIST: (Artif;icts mistakenly pl,,ced in C::>-1) Approxim11te 
items 5,ooo •· 

CERA!.JIC: S 

Peilrwcire - Blue 11nd green shell edge, m~rbelized saucer 
CreamwRre - Royal p'>tern white pl::ite, some transfer printed 

p~ttcrns 
Efl.rthemiare 
Stoneware 
Delft1·.'::ire - Honochrome Rnd polychrome 
Rim, Body nn<l Bottom sherds of many colors, designs and 

piltterns. Approxim'lte count 2 
1 
000 pieces 

METALS 

Key - Iron, 4-;\- 11 long 

Bone H"ndles for knives "nd forks 

Several 2 tine Iron Forks 

Tab le Knives 

Folding Knives 

Boot Spur •··ith Star Rowell 

Snaffle Bits 

Horseshoes 


Ref. A - Art. of Col. Amer. I. N. Hume Page 182, Fig 63, No. 5,6 a 



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~rr<:TALS (cont'd) 

Buttons - CJr,,ss, Iron, Copp•0 r rind Silver. Assorted sizes 
"nd shripes; Sleeve 'Juttons (cuff links)

Scissors · 
Thimbles 
Lerid il11sket :J'llls 
Assorted :-Iand,·Tought :lei ils 
Miscelll'lneous - Unidentified pieces of copper, br:lss, iron 

l'!nd lead 

BGi'TLF.3 

Assorted colors, sizes :lnd sh13pes. Three identifible tops
and bottoms (see ref. A). 

No 111rge pieces or co:oplete bottles recovered nt this time. 

WINDO;•/ GLl\SS 

Assorted colors 'lnd thicknesses 

Si10KI:m PIPES 

Kaolin Pipe stems rind bowl 'frcg:nPnts, clay pipe fragr;ients
(bowls & stems) :is described by I. rf. Hume in 11 Artif11cts Of 
Colonial America" P11ge 303 Fig. 97, No. 29 

COINS 
• 

Spnnish 2 Bit Piece, Silver 1756 

l-JOTAR 

2 11Lime cind sand mixture, to 1+ 11 thick, triflnguL:ir in so;i,pe, 
slightly concRve on two sides with impressions of tree b11rk 
on cone~ ve si;'es. Chinking to a log house. 

Assort0d fr:igments from deer, turtle, squirrel, r.~bbit, 
elk, dog, steer or oxen nnd many unidenti:CiPd pieces. 

MI3CELLANEOUS 

Pieces of chicken and duck eGg shells, hickory nuts, fresh
WAter mussel shells and brick fragments. 

PREllISTORIC 

Pottery, chips, projectile points, flint tools pnd fire 
cracked rocks. 

CS-3 THASH PIT 

RectAngular in sh'lpe, 11poroxim~tely 7' x 7' x 1d" deep. 
Irregul"r bottom 11nd sloping sides. CO!l'l'E'.•JTS: Rocks, wood 
ashes, sm;i 11 fl mount of ceramics, gln ss flnd kaolin pipe fr1g
'l1!"'lnt c- ~.,..1. ..;r.-·.+ , :. -· • · , 
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CS-4 Uurned Are:i 

40 11 in clinmetcr ''ith conc2ve bottom. Dense bright orange 
clay with a few SOJRll bricl<: fr:qgments (See Pl11 te No. 4). 

CS-5 Brick Wall Hemains 

Only A sc:int bit of lime rnort;;r :incl bric){ fr,,t:ments ,_.·ere un
11 1 -2 11covered indic~ting a we1ll 11round long by 12 11 wide with 

right angle corn~rs. The spring flood of 1973 ernsed all 
signs. These fr·gments were locrited at the top of subsoil 
approxinmtely 12" below existing gr.~de (Dug Fall 1972). 

CS-6 Pile of L~r1·e Stones 

12 11Approximately G in HUmiJ0r with '1n !JV<H'l(;e size of 12" x x 
1811 • Somr> "Ppe"r to h"'ve rem.~ins of lime mortar on sides, 
All loc~ ted in the plow zone (Dug Fall 1972). 

CS-7 Indi:in Fire Pit 

Approxim~ tely 4 • x 2 • •x 2 1 ·deep. Contents· .<ire recorded in 
44Ba 3 Site Report. · (Dug Fall 1972). 1 

CS-8 Indi11.n Juri:>l Pit 


•
Approxim" te ly 4 • ·· 2{ 1 x 1i' deep with skeletal r2!~1ins of 
a flexed ~:htlt. G1·>·1i,:::Lt.'.' -,!··· _· ..~.:,J1·r:< :: :i.t\. l,l,J.;~ 3 Sit.e Report. 

CS-9 Post Hold 

1011The mold is 2" dir-;meter x 2" deep in subsoil, belm·1 existing 
grade. 

CS-10Post Mold 

The mold is 6 11 dillmeter at top to 4 11 diameter ~t bottom, 30" 
10 11deep in subsoil, below exi.:0 ting grade. Contents brown loam. 

CS-11 Post !:.old 

2 11The mold is 2" di11meter x deep in subsoil, 10" below existing 
gr~ae; 

CS-12Post Hold 


1011
The mold is 4" di"mct0r x 12" deep in suosoil, \.Jelo· existing 
gr~de. Cont 0 nts brown loam. 

CS-13Post !·'.old 

The mold is 2 11 di.qmeter x 3" deep in subsoil, 10" below existing 
grRde. 
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CS-14 Dense Accumul~ ti on of Li,nPs t M 

Approxim'ltely 40 11 in di,.,1neter fro:il existing r;r~de to t''P of 
12 11subsoil, deep. B·.irned nnd neti.irA.l limestone ilixed 1:ith 

approxim~tely 40 percent brown loam 11nd some brick fragments. 

CS-15 Post :·lold 

The mold is 2 11 di11rneter x 1" deep in subsoil, 10" below existing
grade. 

CS-16 Indi11n Fire Pit 

2 1 -8 11 3 1Size - x 1 1 -10 11 x deep, o.val 12" below existing gr;ide. 
Contents include fire crncked stones, ch-rco~l, burned clny, 

. cord mrirked limestone tempered pottery, chert flakes, broken 
chert projectile points. 

CS-17 Indian Fire Pit 

3 1 -6 11 2 1-4 11 14 11Size - x x deep, oval, 12" below existing grA.de. 
Contents include fire cracked stones, ch~rconl, burned clA.y 
chert flA.kes, limestone tempered pottery, projP.ctile points,1 

chert. 

CS-18 Post Nold 

The rnold is 3 11 dia.meter x o'! deep in subsoil, 12 11 below existing
gr,,.de. Contents brown lonrn. 

CS-19 Post Hold 
• 

24 11 12 11An oval 10 11 x 12" x deep in subsoil, below existing grade.
Contents brown loam. 

CS-20 Post Hold 

is 4 11 6 11The mold dirimeter x deep in subsoil, 12" below existing
grade. Contents brown loam. 

CS-21 Post Mold 

3 11The mold is 3" rlinmeter x deep in subsoil, 12 11 below existing
grade. Contents brown 1011rn, 

CS-22 Post !fold 

is 4 11 24 11The mold dia.rneter x deep in subsoil, 12 11 below existing
grnde. Contents brown loA.rn. 

CS-23 Post Mold 

is 4 11 6 11The mold cli'lmeter x deep in subsoil, 12 11 below existing
grade. Contents brown lo'lm. 

.1 



CS-24 Post l'iold 

2 11 2 11 12 11The rnolrl is cli:11nctcr x rleep in su:Jsoil, below existing
grnde. Contents brown loam. 

CS-25 	Post Mold 

The mold is 3 11 di'1met<>r x 3" deep in subsoil, 12" below existing
grade, Contents brown loam. 

• 
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'• CidiiJ SITE 

(44B'l. 3b) 

DRAWING LIST 

DRAc'/ING NO. 1 - Vicinity map taken from Vir gi1iia St;o, te Highway map 

DR4WING NO. 2 - Plan of cabin site Rnd excRVRted nreas 

DRA' 'ING NO. 3 - Loc 0 tion nlan take~1 froo U .S .C .G .S. Cl U'\ c1 sheet 
Falling Sprigg, Virg~nia-1:/est Virginia 1966 UTH 
Coordin-'!tes 90900E/ 201990N 

PLATE HO. 1 - Cross section of eqrth berm 


PLATE NO. 2 - Cross section of trRsh pit CS-2 


PLATE 1'10. 3 - Cross section of tr 0 sh pit CS-3 


PLATE NO. 4 - Cross sectio!:l of burned are" cs-4 
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